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ABSTRACT
Mobile cloud computing allows the execution of
computation-intensive applications of mobile devices in
computational clouds, and this process of executing in
cloud by sending the application VM/Components is called
application/code/component offloading. Offloading is an effective
method to save the execution time and energy consumption
of mobile devices. Thus it extends the battery life of mobile
devices. Applications are first partitioned into offloadable and
non-offloadable components, which are then transferred to remote
server for execution. The objective of this paper is to explore the
different techniques of offloading and application partitioning
methods. These techniques are thoroughly reviewed in this paper.
This paper also highlights the comparison of different techniques
on the basis of their contribution, merits, demerits and also on
the basis of improvement in execution time, energy consumption,
communication time.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today is the era of smart phones. Smart phones have
become necessity in everyone’s life. Smart phone’s capability
of running multiple applications have attracted everyone. But
some computation intensive applications consume lots of energy.
And energy is always a constraint in mobile devices due to
slow development of battery. The execution time of computation
intensive applications in mobile devices is also high. So instead
of the executing such applications locally in mobile devices, some
kind of mechanism is required that helps to reduce execution time
and energy consumption.
One such mechanism given by many researchers is mobile
cloud computing. Mobile cloud computing is a union of
three technologies– mobile internet, mobile computing, cloud
computing[10]. Mobile cloud computing is workable by three
major components: mobile devices(such as smart phones, PDA,
tablets ), network technology(such as Wifi, Wimax, 3G, 4G, and
LTE) and cloud(such as Microsoft Azure and AWS).

Mobile cloud computing is set of techniques that use near unlimited
cloud resources to empower mobile applications .i.e. Computation
intensive applications of mobile devices are offloaded to cloud
resources for execution [8].
Offloading the applications to cloud reduces the burden of mobile
devices of executing applications. Offloading helps to preserve
energy consumption in mobile devices and reduce the execution
time. Applications are offloaded and executed in cloud resources
and result are returned back. Offloading the applications to cloud
successfully requires the high network bandwidth and low link
failure rate.
Offloading can be done in two ways– either the application/Virtual
machine is moved to remote server for execution or application is
partitioned into components and components are sent to remote
server for execution. In former way, network cost is high and
when there is requirement to access mobile device sensors,
problem occurs and even energy consumption also exceeds due
to communication. But in latter way, this problem is reduced
as application is partitioned into offloadable and non-offloadable
components. Non-offloadable components are components that
are not suitable for offloading, as they provide graphical user
interface, have to access mobile device sensors, GPS, and network
components.
Application partitioning is a mechanism of splitting up the
application into separate components, also maintaining the
semantics of application. These partitions can independently
operate in distributed environment. The application partitioning is
a prephase of computational offloading. Application Partitioning
can be done in different levels of granularity:Module level,
Method level, Object level, Thread level, Class level, task
level, Component level, etc. Application Partitioning is done
to improve performance, reusing memory constraints, reducing
energy consumption, reducing network overhead, etc.
Energy that code offloading saves depends on the network
bandwidth, the amount of data to be transmitted, and amount of
computations to be performed [18].
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows
Techinques used in code offloading in mobile cloud computing.
Section 3 presents Application partitioning methods. Section
4 talks about Discussion about the research on mobile cloud
computing till 2016 and Section 5 describes Comparison of various
techniques. Section 6 conclude the whole paper.
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2. TECHINQUES USED IN CODE OFFLOADING
IN MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING

2.1 Route based Techniques
—Cloud path selection for offloading based on AHP and

TOPSIS. [35]
(wu et al., 2012)The aim of selecting cloud-path for offloading
is to select the best cloud among the available public clouds
that satisfies the given criteria. This technique is multiple
criteria based that evaluates many criteria such as speed,
bandwidth, price, security, and availability. It makes use of
analytic hierarchy process(AHP) for determining weights of the
criteria for selecting cloud path. And use the TOPSIS algorithm
to get final ranking of available clouds.

—Mapping and Scheduling of TIG for Code Offloading [1]
(balakrishnan et al., 2013)This paper helps to save energy
using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling(DVFS) during
mapping and scheduling stages. Mapping is assigning a resource
to a task and scheduling is executing tasks at appropriate
operating frequency. Two level genetic algorithm is proposed for
these two stages. Inner level is for scheduling and outer level is
for mapping process. Applications are partitioned to form several
task interaction graphs(TIG), which are offloaded to either cloud
resources or surrogates. The execution of scheduled TIG must be
within global deadlines. This work successfully schedules tasks
with 35 percent energy saving in a mobile device.

2.2 Resource based techniques
There are three types of resources to which code offloading can be
done. These are–public cloud, cloudlet, and mobile adhoc network.
Public cloud such as Amazon, Google, Microsoft azure. Cloudlet
acts as middle layer between mobile devices and cloud. Mobile
adhoc network is a group of mobile devices, forming a device
cloud.

—Context sensitive offloading scheme [39] (zhou et al., 2015)In
this paper, code offloading decision is made to find suitable cloud
resources to which code will be offloaded based on the wireless
network available. Three resources are used in this paper–public
cloud, cloudlet, and Manet. The best wireless interface is also
selected based on six criteria , such as energy cost, link speed,
availability, link quality, monetary cost, and conjunction level of
channel using AHP and TOPSIS algorithm. And then suitable
cloud resource is selected that utilises minimum execution code,
which is estimated using cost estimation model. It achieves
significant performance improvement.

2.2.1 Cloud based techniques

—(Shiraz et al., 2015) [30] In this paper, author has proposed
an offloading framework, that minimises the number of
computation-intensive components, migrated to cloud at
runtime. Thus it reduces the overhead induced by the migration
of components. This framework is examined under three cases.
First, application is made to run on mobile devices, second,
traditional offloading methods are used for execution and third,
proposed offloading technique is used for application execution.
Results of these three cases are compared. Results show that
the proposed technique is energy efficient and saves energy
consumption by 69.9 percent and also reduces data transmission
cost by 84 percent.

—(Chen et al., 2015a) [2] Author has optimised the offloading
decision algorithm for tasks(independent) of mobile devices

using one computing access point and a remote server of cloud.
It reduces the overall cost of energy consumption, execution cost
and delay. It considers the problem formulation as a non-convex
quadratically constrained quadratic program. And to solve this
problem, decision algorithm using semi-definite relaxation and
a randomization mapping methods is proposed. This algorithm
produces optimal performance using computing access point.

—(Pandey et al., 2015) [24] In this paper, author has proposed
a dynamic offloading decision algorithm that uses depth first
search for calculating the offloading point. Offloading point is
calculated at runtime. It uses call-graph. Call graph consists of
nodes, which represents methods. Each node has weight that
represent execution cost and edge weight represent transmission
cost. A call sequence is made from call graph using topological
sorting(DFS). After that linear search is performed on all the
call sequence to find the best beginning and ending offloading
points. This algorithm reduces the energy consumption and
execution time. Results show that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is better as compared to 0-1 ILP approach.
Time complexity of this algorithm is O(E+V).

—(Li et al., 2015) [20] Author has proposed a new approach
that performs method level offloading by migrating only
required context information for application execution, along
with workload. It finds the required memory contexts, before
the execution begins by offline decomposing of the executables
of application. The results of decomposition are stored along
with the executables of application. These results are used
by offloading decision algorithm to migrate only required
context information to remote cloud server. It helps to save the
transmission cost and energy consumption.

—(Chen et al., 2015b) [3] This paper aims to achieve the
efficient computation offloading using game theory. Author has
proposed decentralised computation offloading game, which is
a offloading decision algorithm. In this approach mobile users
can self-arrange themselves to obtain offloading decision in
decentralised system. This self-arranging characteristics helps
to reduce the burden of management of difficult centralised
system (assembling of information from multiple mobile users
and offloading decision by cloud). In this method, first of all,
decentralised computation offloading game is generated, then
game is examined in two wireless accesses cases(homogeneous
and heterogeneous). Game possesses Nash equlibrium in both
the cases. It scales according to the system size.

—(Saab et al., 2015) [27] In this paper, author has proposed a free
sequence protocol that execute the application dynamically using
call graph. It is further extended to include the security measures.
It uses min-cut algorithm for application partitioning. It aims
to solve energy optimization problem. It consists of profiler,
to measure the software and hardware requirements; decision
engine, that provides decision using min-cut maximum flow
algorithm; and android mobile app based on FSP. Results show
that it saves energy consumption and improves performance.

—(Hung et al., 2012 )[15] In this paper, author has proposed
mobile application execution framework on clouds. In this
technique application on mobile device is first stopped, then
the data files containing saved state of application are sent to
the cloud and executed in cloud server. Loss of input data is
avoided by integrating application replay technique with a state
saving scheme. The data synchronisation is prioritised by adding
application state saving scheme and categorisation of data. The
application saved state is transferred instead of entire VM. It
reduces the amount of data to be transferred.
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—(Verbelen et al.,2012a) [32] in this paper author has introduced
AIOLOS, which is an adaptive offloading decision engine. It is
used to consider the resources available in the cloud and varying
network conditions dynamically in the proposed decision. It
finds location where application partition will be executed by
using estimated execution time at both remote cloud and mobile
device. This algorithm is computation and energy intensive.

2.2.2 Cloudlet based techniques

—(Fesehaye et al., 2012) [9] In this paper author has presented a
design of cloudlet based network and an adaptive decision-based
service architecture. It has cloudlet server and mobile devices
attached with nearer cloudlet. With the wireless links, mobile
devices can exchange information with other mobile devices
and server within the network. Using the centralised and
distributed approaches two new forwarding algorithms are
introduced. Distributed routing algorithm cloudlet carry out
routing distributively using local information. In centralised
routing algorithm, cloudlet sends its own ID and ID of each
attached mobile device to centralised server. Then server
generate route by computing and sends it back.

—(Verbelen et al., 2012b) [33] author has presented a fine grained
dynamic cloudlet based approach. Any computer system in LAN
with accessible required resources is made a cloudlet. Dynamic
cloudlet deal with the shortcomings of static cloudlet .i.e.
Requirement of deploying a cloudlet infrastructure in LAN by
the service provider. This limitation was alleviated by dynamic
cloudlet.

—(Gordon et al., 2012) [13] In this paper author has proposed
a mechanism to send the multi-threaded applications to nearby
servers which is called COMET. It makes use of the machine
workload to make decision of thread migration. It is able to
migrate any number of threads by using distributed shared
storage technique.

2.3 Proxy Based Techniques [16]
(kaya et al., 2016)The proxies of requested classes are created and
managed by the offloading factory. Offloading factory manages
resource accesses between the cloud and mobile device at runtime.
Proxies are created for each offloadable object, and method call
is sent to the objects placed in remote server by the offloading
factory. Unique Id is associated to the object on server side. If
the objects on server side needs the resources of mobile devices
then proxies are created that will point to the resources in mobile
devices. By creating proxies of all remote resources, offloading
factory manages the coordination of access to resources.

3. APPLICATION PARTITIONING METHODS
Application partitioning is pre-offloading process that helps
to partition the application. It split up the applications into
separate components, maintaining the semantics of application.
Each component is able to execute independently in distributed
environment. Partitioning is usually done based on graphs. Call
graph is generated according to the sequence how the methods
call each other. In the same way several graphs are generated in
different applications partitioning algorithms according to the level
of granularity used such as module level, method level, object level,
class level, task level, thread level, component level, etc. [21] .
And partitioning can be static(predefined during development) or
dynamic (based on runtime conditions).

—Graph partitioning algorithm based on input complexity
metrics [25] (Pedrosa et al., 2012) Author has proposed a
partitioning algorithm based on graph. Application is converted
into a graph and then decision is made for partitioning the
graph. Complexity metrics are used in this paper to help
in predicting the usage of resources by the components of
the application. Each component’s input (general purpose
and application-specific inputs ) properties are used to
make prediction. These algorithms can easily extend to new
application specific of user defined input complexity metrics.
It also possesses the property of modularity. This algorithm
optimizes the application execution and saves 21 percent on
power consumption.

—Dynamic partitioning approach [11] (Giurgiu et al., 2012) In
this paper, application is partitioned optimally using following
parameters: device’s CPU load, network conditions, and user
inputs. Some components are to be run on cloud and other
on mobile devices. Application structure, requirements of
resources, and device constraints are profiled continuously. It
is a dynamic partitioning approach. After profiling, current
application deployment is dynamically reconfigured according
to the changes in the network conditions, device CPU load,
and user input. It provides 75 percent of performance gain and
reduces energy consumption by 45 percent.

—Bandwidth adaptive partitioning [23] (Niu et al., 2014) In
this paper, static application partitioning approach is enhanced
using weighted object relational graphs to avoid the overheads
of dynamic partitioning. Application partitioning is optimised
by combining static analysis and dynamic profiling in relational
graphs. Author has proposed three methods, each having
different objectives regarding the optimization of execution time,
optimization of energy and their combination. Bandwidth is
considered an important parameter that helps in minimising
the compromise between energy and time savings, taking in
account transmission costs and delay. For small and large
scale applications, two application partitioning algorithms are
proposed by the author. This approach helps in reducing energy
consumption and execution time.

—Partitioning algorithm for data stream applications [36]
(Yang et al., 2013) In this paper, author has proposed application
partitioning algorithm using data flow graph. It makes use of
genetic algorithm for increasing the application throughput.
This approach provides dynamic partitioning and computation
requirements are shared among multiple users in cloud.
Cloud resources are efficiently used. It is scalable approach.
Partitioning algorithm is executed in cloud. It provides high
performance improvement.

—ACO based graph partitioning algorithm [28] (sachdeva et
al., 2015) In this technique, ant colony optimisation (ACO)
is used to find the shortest route between remote cloud and
mobile device, and also to partition graph. If first initialises and
deploy graph G(V,E) and then apply Ant colony optimisation
to partition graph. The updation in pheromones is done using
optimal solution and is iterated until a fulfilling solution is
obtained and stop condition is applied.

— Linear time heuristic for partitioning a graph [16] (kaya et
al., 2016)Linear time heuristic for graph partitioning is proposed
by FM(fiduccia and mattheyses 1982) so called FM heuristic.
In FM heuristic for graph partition, graph min-cut algorithm
is given. The best offloading decision is generated based on
weights of edges and vertices. FM heuristic only use edge weight
for estimating gain. In this algorithm, first offload able classes are
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identified and then next step is to find vertex with best offloading
gain. This vertex is then moved to another partition. This is
repeated until no better partition is obtained.

— Improved (K+1) coarse partition algorithm [26] (qin et
al., 2012)Improved (K+1) coarse partition algorithm is used to
partition cost graph. Coarse partition algorithm is improved to
include the concept of context awareness. Computing resources,
battery power, sensing ability, network connection , all represent
context of mobile device. Input and context information is passed
to partition module, and application is partitioned and executed
But if during the process context changes, then partitioning is
performed again to achieve context awareness.

—Graph partitioning algorithm [34]
(verbelen et al., 2013)This partitioning algorithm is used for
allocating the components of applications to remote server in
public cloud. It minimises the required bandwidth between the
components of application, but does not minimise execution
time of tasks. It generates partition based on infrastructure
heterogeneity using multilevel KL based algorithm. It uses
the combination of simulated annealing(SA) algorithm and
multilevel (MLKL) graph partitioning algorithm to generate
hybrid partitioning algorithm. This combination addresses the
issue of randomness of simulated annealing. The important
aspect of this algorithm is that a better solution is doing with
simulated annealing at coarsest level o shortest time and extra
computation cost remains low. This hybrid algorithm also makes
sure that no cloud server gets overloaded.

4. DISCUSSION
On analysing the research done on mobile cloud computing, it
is determined that mobile cloud computing has undergone an
evolution, starting from the year 2009 till now. Many researchers
have provided improvements, new techniques and new methods
that led to this evolution. This evolution can be apparently known
from the figure 1. This figure 1 has shown how improvements and
new techniques evolved according to the year of publication. The
berief introduction of the techniques in figure 1 are summarized as
follows:
(Liu et al.,2009)[22] Instead of scheduling tasks, scheduling of
ubiquitous mobile service cell [17] is done to the adjustable server
in cloud using genetic algorithm. (Chun et al.,2009) [5] It provides
the execution of application in smartphones, offloaded to the
clonecloud, a group of smart phones. After executing application
on clonecloud, result is sent back to the smart phones. (Giurgiu
et al., 2009) [12] Application is represented in the form of data
flow graph showing interactions between different modules. Two
partitioning algorithms are proposed: ALL and K-Step, to partition
the graph in offline mode and during device’s connection with
the server. (Zhang et al., 2009) [38] Elastic application comprises
one or more weblets, that operate independent of each other. The
computation-intensive weblets are migrated from mobile devices
to cloud server for execution and other weblets that require
the resources of mobile devices are executed on mobile device.
(Satyanarayan et al.,2009) [29] Author introduced the concept of
cloudlets. In this framework, mobile device send its workload to a
nearby cloudlet, which consists of various resource rich computers,
that are connected to remote cloud server. (La et al.,2010) [19]
Author proposed a newframework that provides context aware
mobile services. (Chun et al., 2010) [6] It provides application
partitioning between device and cloud dynamically and it faces the
issue of heterogeneity. Dynamic application partitioning also deals
with the shortcomings of static application partitioning. (Cuervo

et al.,2010) [7] It provides a framework, MAUI that considers
energy efficiency while offloading code to the remote server for
execution. It ia a fine grained offloading approach that reduces
the burden on programmer of updating the application. (Stuedi
et al., 2010) [31] Author proposed Wherestore, a position based
data storage for mobile devices connected with the cloud. Position
history of mobile devices is used to find out the data that is to
be replicated locally. (Huang et al., 2010) [14] It provides a new
framework, Mobicloud, that amplifies the behaviour of mobile
adhoc network, MANET by considering mobile devices as service
points. Communication is augmented by using trust management,
risk management, and secure routing in the network. (Kumar et
al., 2010) [18] Offloading code from mobile devices to public
cloud server reduces the energy consumption of mobile devices.
(Zhang et al., 2011) [37] An elastic application is partitioned
into one or more component, called weblets, that can be either
platform-dependent or platform-independent. It provides dynamic
execution of these weblets either on cloud or on mobile device
locally, according to the status of device. (Chun et al., 2011) [4]
Author designed a system, called clonecloud, that modifies the
application of mobile device automatically , for execution in cloud
environment. Application is automatically partitioned using fusion
of static analysis and dynamic profiling.
The research after 2011,(i.e. 2012 onwards till 2016 ) is already
discussed in the sections of ”Techinques used in code offloading in
mobile cloud computing” and ”Application Partitioning methods”.

5. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES
The techniques of offloading and application partitioning are
compared in table 1, table 2, table 3, and table 4. In table 1, all
offloading techniques are compared based on their contribution,
merits and demerits. In table 2, all application partitioning
methods are compared based on their contribution, merits and
demerits. In table 3, all offloading techniques are compared
based on the improvement in execution time, energy consumption,
communication time and whether the decision algorithm is simple
or complex. In table 4, all application partitioning methods are
compared based on the improvement in execution time, energy
consumption, communication time and whether the decision
algorithm is simple or complex.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a survey is provided on various techniques
of code offloading and application partitioning methods. The
code offloading techniques help in saving execution time and
energy consumption in mobile devices. These techniques are
compared on the basis of their contribution, merits, demerits
and also on the basis of improvement in execution time, energy
consumption, communication time. Different techniques shows
different improvements based on the above parameters. The Survey
of different offloading techniques and application partitioning
methods show that there is no technique that improves all
the parameters .i.e. Execution time, Energy consumption and
Communication cost. As a future scope new technique should be
designed that improves all the parameters, considering different
wireless networks(Wifi, 3G, 4G,.etc.).
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Table 1. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TECHNIQUES OF OFFLOADING ON THE BASIS OF THEIR MERITS AND
DEMERITS

s no Papers year Contribution Merits Demerits

1 Wu et al. [35] 2012 Multiple criteria based offloading decision
algorithm using AHP and TOPSIS.

it evaluates multiple criteria, such as speed,
bandwidth, security,price and availability in
selection process.

it does not reduce energy consumption.

2 Balakrishnan et al. [1] 2013 Energy efficient mapping and scheduling of
TIG for code offloading in MCC using two
level genetic algorithm.

It saves 5 percent of energy saving in mobile
devices.

It does not reduce the execution time and
also faces high communication cost.

3 Zhou et al. [39] 2015 Context aware offloading decision
algorithm.

It reduces the execution time and energy
consumption.

No mechanism for device failure tolerance.

4 Hung et al. [15] 2012 A cloud based mobile application execution
framework.

It reduces the amount of data transfer by only
transferring the application saved states and
not the entire VM.

It faces delay due to runtime agent program
installation, VM creation and states
migration.

5 Verbelen et al. [32] 2012a AIOLOS adaptive decision engine. It is a dynamic approach that considers the
available resources of server and varying
network conditions in offloading decision.

This adaptive offloading algorithm is
compute- and energy- intensive.

6 Fesehaye et al. [9] 2012 Cloudlet based network of an adaptive
decision based service architecture.

The performance of cloudlet based approach
is better than cloud based approach.

It suffers from a the initial delays because of
service delivery, mobile user authentication
and process of joining.

7 Verbelen et al. [33] 2012b Fine grained dynamic cloudlet approach. It is a dynamic cloudlet approach which
eliminates the limitations of static cloudlet
approach. Each cloudlet device share
resources dynamically.

It does not provide optimal task mapping.

8 Gordon et al. [13] 2012 COMET MIgrating multi-threaded
applications to cloudlet a, locally available
servers.

It provides the data consistency across end
systems using distributed shared memory
and can migrates any number of threads.

It imposes synchronisation overhead across
end points.

9 kaya et al. [16] 2016 Proxy based offloading decision and graph
min-cut algorithm for graph partitioning.

Distribution transparency of offloading and
developer need not change the program
structure. It reduces execution time and
energy consumption.

It has no mechanism for fault tolerance.
This offloading becomes counterproductive
if sending classes to remote server have
higher network cost than executing them on
mobile.

10 Shiraz et al. [30] 2015 Offloading framework that minimises
the number of computation-intensive
components migrated to cloud at runtime.

It reduces transmission cost by 84 percent
and energy consumption cost by 69.9
percent.

It does not consider the problem of
consistency when applications are executed
simultaneously between mobile devices and
remote server.

11 Chen et al. [2] 2015a Offloading decision algorithm using
computing access point.

It helps to reduce the cost of energy
consumption, execution cost and delay.

It does not consider the communication cost.

12 Pandey et al. [24] 2015 Offloading decision algorithm based on DFS
and linear search.

It is better approach than 0-1 ILP. It reduces
execution time and energy consumption.

Communication cost is not considered.

13 Li et al. [20] 2015 Method level offloading technique that
sends only required context information for
application along with workload.

It saves energy consumption and
transmission cost due to least context
migration. It keeps offloading effective.

It imposes overhead due to extra time spent
on finding the context that is to be migrated.

14 Saab et al. [27] 2015 Free sequence protocol is proposed to
execute the application dynamically using
call graph. Also provides security measures.

It saves energy consumption and improves
performance.

It does not consider the execution time and
communication cost of application.

15 Chen et al. [3] 2015b Decentralised computation offloading
decision algorithm using game theory.

This mechanism is efficient and scales as the
system size increases.

It does not handle problem of user mobility.

Table 2. Comparison of application partitioning methods on the basis of their merits and demerits
s no Papers year Contribution Merits Demerits

1 Sachdeva et al. [28] 2015 ACO based application partitioning
algorithm.

It finds the best deployment solution for
MCC. It improves the QoS parameters of
MCC.

It does not consider executive time and
energy consumption.

2 Qin et al. [26] 2012 Improved (k+1) coarse partition algorithm
with context awareness.

It provides good performance in different
input and network conditions.

No mechanism for fault tolerance, data
security and data synchronisation.

3 Verbelen et al. [34] 2013 Graph partitioning algorithm for the
allocation of components to the server in
cloud.

It minimises the required bandwidth and is
dynamic approach.

It does not consider the execution time
metric.

4 Pedrosa et al. [25] 2012 Graph partitioning algorithm based on input
complexity metrics.

It optimises execution time and saves 21
percent of energy consumption.

It needs programmer’s efforts to modify the
application.

5 Giurgiu et al. [11] 2012 Partitioning approach that reconfigure the
application deployment according to the
changes in given parameters.

It provides 75 percent performance gain and
45 percent savings in energy consumption. It
is resource efficient.

Applications in this approach needs to be
modular. This approach require accurate
results of application execution and data
transfer before partitioning.

6 Niu et al. [23] 2014 Application Partitioning algorithm using
weighted object relational graphs.

It provides reduction in energy consumption
and execution time.

This approach is applicable for only specific
situations.

7 Yang et al. [36] 2013 Partitioning algorithm for data stream
applications using genetic algorithm

It provides improvement in performance and
high throughput. This approach is scalable.

It is not applicable for batch computation
systems.
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Table 3. Comparison of various techniques of offloading on the basis of the improvement in
execution time , energy consumption and communiation cost.

s no Papers Year Execution Time Energy Consumption Communication Cost Offloading decision

1 Wu et al.[35] 2012 X X Simple

2 Balakrishnan et al.[1] 2013 X Complex

3 Zhou et al. [39] 2015 X X Simple

4 Hung et al.[15] 2012 X Simple

5 Verbelen et al.[32] 2012a Complex

6 Fesehaye et al [9] 2012 Simple

7 Verbelen et al. [33] 2012b X Simple

8 Gordon et al. [13] 2012 Complex

9 Shiraz et al [30] 2015 X X Complex

10 Chen et al. [2] 2015a X X Complex

11 Pandey et al.[24] 2015 X X Simple

12 Li et al. [20] 2015 X X Complex

13 Saab et al. [27] 2015 X Simple

14 Chen et al. [3] 2015b X X Complex

Table 4. Comparison of Application partitioning methods on the basis of the improvement in
execution time , energy consumption and communiation cost

s no Papers Year Execution Time Energy Consumption Communication Cost Offloading decision

1 kaya et al. [16] 2016 X X Complex

2 Sachdeva et al. [28] 2015 Simple

3 Qin et al.[26] 2012 X Simple

4 Verbelen et al. [34] 2013 X X Complex

5 Pedrosa et al. [25] 2012 X X Complex

6 Giurgiu et al. [11] 2012 X Complex

7 Niu et al. [23] 2014 X X Complex

8 Yang et al. [36] 2013 X Simple
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